Comparison of breath-hold T1-weighted MR sequences for imaging of the liver.
Three rapid T1-weighted gradient-echo techniques for imaging of the liver were compared: fast low-angle shot (FLASH) and section-selective (SSTF) and non-section-selective (NSTF) inversion-recovery TurboFLASH. Ten healthy volunteers were imaged at 1.5 T, with breath-hold images acquired in the transaxial and coronal planes and non-breath-hold images in the transaxial plane. Breath-hold images were evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively, and non-breath-hold images were evaluated qualitatively. FLASH images had significantly higher (P < .001) spleen-liver signal difference-to-noise ratios (SD/Ns) than NSTF and SSTF images. Liver signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) were significantly higher (P < .001) on FLASH images than on NSTF and SSTF images. With breath hold, FLASH images were rated as having the highest quality in the axial plane, followed by NSTF and SSTF images. In the coronal plane, NSTF images were rated as having the highest quality. For images acquired during patient respiration, NSTF images had the highest quality and showed the least degradation. The results suggest that FLASH images have the highest SD/N and S/N for liver imaging and have the highest quality in the axial plane. In patients who cannot suspend respiration. NSTF images may be least affected by breathing artifact and provide reasonable image quality.